Time-sync comments reveal a new way of extracting the online video tags. However, such time-sync comments have lots of noises due to users' diverse comments, introducing great challenges for accurate and fast video tag extractions. In this paper, we propose an unsupervised video tag extraction algorithm named Semantic WeightInverse Document Frequency (SW-IDF). Specifically, we first generate corresponding semantic association graph (SAG) using semantic similarities and timestamps of the time-sync comments. Second, we propose two graph cluster algorithms, i.e., dialogue-based algorithm and topic center-based algorithm, to deal with the videos with different density of comments. Third, we design a graph iteration algorithm to assign the weight to each comment based on the degrees of the clustered subgraphs, which can differentiate the meaningful comments from the noises. Finally, we gain the weight of each word by combining Semantic Weight (SW) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). In this way, the video tags are extracted automatically in an unsupervised way. Extensive experiments have shown that SW-IDF (dialogue-based algorithm) achieves 0.4210 F1-score and 0.4932 MAP (Mean Average Precision) in high-density comments, 0.4267 F1-score and 0.3623 MAP in low-density comments; while SW-IDF (topic center-based algorithm) achieves 0.4444 F1-score and 0.5122 MAP in high-density comments, 0.4207 F1-score and 0.3522 MAP in low-density comments. It has a better performance than the state-of-the-art unsupervised algorithms in both F1-score and MAP.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, watching online videos of news and amusement have become mainstream entertainment during people's leisure time. The booming of online video-sharing websites raises significant challenges in effective management and retrieval of videos. To address that, many text retrieval based automatic video tagging techniques have been proposed [44, 45, 47] . However, these techniques can only provide video-level tags [55] . The problem is that even if these generated tags can perfectly summarize the video content, users have no idea how these tags are associated with the video playback time. If videos are associated with time-sync tags, users can preview the content with both thumbnails and text along the timeline, and this textual information can further enhance users' search experience. Although there are many video content analysis algorithms that can generate video tags with timestamps [9, 19] , their time complexities are too high for large-scale video retrieval. Fortunately, a new type of review data, i.e., time-sync comments (TSCs) appear on video websites like Youku (www.youku.com), AcFun (www.acfun.tv) and BiliBili (www.bilibili.com) in China, and NicoNico (www.nicovideo.jp) in Japan.
In this paper, we focus on extracting time-sync video tags from TSCs efficiently, which can enhance users' search experience. When watching a video, many people are willing to share their feelings and exchange ideas with others. TSC is such a new form of real-time and interactive crowdsourced comments [14, 20, 52, 53] . TSCs are displayed as streams of moving subtitles overlaid on the video screen, and convey information involving the content of current video frame, feelings of users or replies to other TSCs. In TSC-enabled online video platforms, users can make their comments synchronized to a video's playback time. That is, once a user posts a TSC, it will be synchronized to the associated video time and immediately displayed onto the video. All viewers (including the writer) of the video can see the TSCs when they watch around the associated video time. Moreover, each TSC has a timestamp to record the corresponding video time when posted. Therefore, compared with traditional video reviews, TSCs are much easier to obtain the local tags with timestamp rather than video-level tags. Moreover, the TSCs are more personalized than traditional reviews, therefore the tags generated by TSCs can better reflect the user's perspective. The users can thereby get high-quality retrieval results when they search for videos with these tags [55] .
Recently, some methods have been proposed to generate temporal tags or labels based on TSCs. Wu et al. [55] use statistics and topic model to build Temporal and Personalized Topic Modeling (TPTM) to generate temporal tags. However, their approach is based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [6] , which has poor performance when dealing with short and noisy text like TSC [57] . Lv et al. [33] propose a Temporal Deep Structured Semantic Model (T-DSSM) to generate video labels in a supervised way. However, their approach does not consider the semantic association between TSCs, so that some of the video content-independent noises cannot be processed. In summary, TSCs have some features distinguished from the common comments [32, 58] , which make the above methods not very effective in the TSCs: (1) Semantic relevance. Abundant video semantic information is contained that describes both local and global video contents by selecting the time interval of the timestamp. (2) Real-time. TSC is synchronous to the real-time content of the videos. Users may produce different topics when it comes to the same video contents. (3) Herding effects. Herding effects are common in TSCs [17, 61] . That means, latter TSCs may depend on the former ones and have a semantic association with the preceding ones. (4) Noise. Some video content-independent comments and internet slang are included in TSCs, which makes trouble for tag extraction. Due to the above features of TSCs, how to deal with the herding effects, distinguishing the importance of each TSC and consequently identify high-impact TSCs and noises are the major challenges for extracting video tags from TSCs.
To make full use of the features of TSC and tackle the above challenges, we propose a graph-based algorithm named Semantic Weight-Inverse Document Frequency (SW-IDF) to generate time-sync video tags automatically. More precisely, we design to reduce the impact of noises by clustering the semantic similar and time-related TSCs and identify high-impact TSCs by their semantic relationships. Intuitively, TSCs including video tags are usually within hot topics and impact on the trend of their follow-up TSCs. On the contrary, the noises usually neither have similar semantic relationships with other TSCs over a period nor influence other TSCs [58] . Moreover, we find that the density of TSCs (number of TSCs per unit time) affects how users communicate. When the density is low (the TSC in a period is sparse), the user can more clearly distinguish the content of each nearby TSC, and therefore is more likely for the user to reply to a specific TSC when posting the new one. Conversely, when the density is high (the TSC in a period is dense), the user cannot clearly distinguish the content of each TSC, but only roughly distinguish the topic of these TSCs. Therefore, the user is more likely to reply to the entire topic instead of a specific TSC. Specifically, in the SW-IDF algorithm, we first treat the TSCs as vertices, generating the semantic association graph (SAG) based on semantic similarities and timestamps of TSCs. Then, we intend to cluster TSCs into different topics. For the videos with low-density TSCs, we propose a dialogue-based clustering algorithm, which is inspired by community detection theory [12, 18, 24] . For the videos with high-density TSCs, we propose a topic center-based cluster algorithm, which is a novel hierarchical agglomerative clustering [37, 39, 41] . These two cluster algorithms can identify the topic of each TSC and distinguish the popularity of each topic in any case. In the clustered subgraph, the in-degrees of each TSC express its affecting TSCs, while the out-degrees express its affected TSCs. Therefore, we design a graph iteration algorithm to assign the weight of each TSC by its degrees so that we can differentiate the meaningful TSCs from noises. Moreover, similar to TF-IDF algorithm, we gain the weight of each word by combining Semantic Weight (SW) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) and the video tags are extracted automatically.
Particularly, this paper is an extended version of [58] . In this extended version, we propose a novel topic center-based cluster algorithm at first, which is more suitable for high-density TSCs. Then, we provide a greedy optimization for the topic center-based algorithm and prove this optimization will not delete any valid case. Finally, we add more experiments to verify the effectiveness of the algorithms. The main contributions of our paper are as follows: 1) We propose a novel graph-based Semantic Weight-Inverse Document Frequency (SW-IDF) algorithm, which can extract video tags in an unsupervised way by mining TSCs. 2) We design two graph clustering algorithms based on the density of the TSCs, i.e., dialoguebased clustering algorithm and topic center-based cluster algorithm, to cluster in the semantic association graph (SAG). These algorithms take the features of TSCs into account and effectively reduce the impact of noises. 3) We evaluate our proposed algorithms with real-world datasets on mainstream video-sharing websites and compare results with classical keyword extraction methods. The results show that SW-IDF outperforms baselines in both precision and recall of video tag extraction.
In the rest of the paper, we introduce the related work in Section 2, and then formally propose our algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, we verify the effectiveness of our algorithm with experimental results. Conclusions of this work are presented in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce the related work from four aspects.
Analysis of time-sync video comments
Time-Sync Comments (TSCs) provide a new source of information regarding the video and have received growing research interests. Wu et al. [55] first introduce TSCs and propose a Temporal and Personalized Topic Modeling (TPTM) to generate temporal tags. However, their approach is based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [6] , which has poor performance when dealing with short text like TSC [57] . To describe the video more specifically, Xu and Zhang [56] extract representative TSCs based on a temporal summarization model. Their methods need the pre-extracted keywords in the TSCs, so our algorithm can improve the effectiveness of them. There are also some other applications based on TSCs. Lv et al. [33] propose a Temporal Deep Structured Semantic Model (T-DSSM) to represent comments as semantic vectors and recognize video highlights by semantic vectors in a supervised way. They are the first to analyze the TSC using the neural network. Then, Chen et al. [10] propose the neural network based collaborative filtering to recommend the personalized keyframe from TSCs. However, both the models of [33] and [10] rely on a large amount of human-labeled video segments or predefined emotional tags to train, which limits its applicability to more general scenarios. In this paper, we design a novel graphbased algorithm according to the features of TSC to efficiently and accurately extract keywords automatically in an unsupervised way.
Tag/keyword extraction
Keyword extraction is a classical problem in the field of information retrieval. At present, mainly three categories unsupervised keyword extraction methods are available. The first one is based on word frequency statistics, where TF-IDF is the most commonly used and well-known method. However, this kind of methods only consider the frequency of words and ignore the semantics, which may generate keywords that are not related to video content. The second kind of methods depends on the co-occurrence of words, such as textrank [34] , which is a graph-based ranking model. Similar to the first one, this kind of methods does not consider semantics either, so it cannot solve the noise well. And the last one is according to the topic model. It brings document-topic and topic-word distribution together by simulating document generation process. Blei et al. [6] propose the Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) model, the most representative model. To better deal with short text situation, Yan et al. [57] propose the Bi-term Topic Model (BTM), which models the generation of word co-occurrence patterns (i.e., bi-terms) in the whole corpus directly. Yin and Wang [59, 60] propose the Gibbs Sampling algorithm for the Dirichlet multinomial mixture model for short text clustering and keyword extraction. Although the topic model-based approaches consider the semantics, their basic hypothesis is that the generation of each word is independent and identically distributed. However, some TSCs are generated by herding effects, which does not satisfy the assumptions. Compared with the methods above, our algorithms are well-designed to identify noises by analyzing the semantic relationship between TSCs.
Semantic similarity
Semantic similarity calculation is an essential issue of natural language processing, which is widely used in text classification [51] , fuzzy retrieval [1] , and so on. Generally, there are mainly two kinds of approaches to measuring the similarity of documents. One is based on the similarity of the words in sentences. The representations of this approach are proposed by [22] on unsupervised learning and [23, 48] on supervised learning. Considering that time-sync comments contain a mass of newborn internet slangs, it is difficult to obtain accurate results in this way. The other one is based on the sentence vector. The topic model such as LDA, and embedding model such as word2vec [29, 35] are the representations of this kind of methods. Since the embedding model offers much denser feature representation, embedding based similarity computation is better TSCs than the topic model-based methods. Kenter and De Rijke [22] propose a supervised learning method based on external sources of semantic knowledge with word embedding, which considers the weight of the semantic feature. In this paper, we only consider the topics discussed by TSCs while the word order will not change the topics discussed in the TSCs. Therefore, the word order is not important and the sentence2vec [21, 28] and deep learning [16, 36] based methods are not used in this paper.
Graph clustering algorithm
Graph clustering algorithms have attracted much research interest in the past. There are two main theories, i.e., community detection theory and hierarchical agglomerative clustering inspired our work. Community detection theory is first proposed by [40] to make natural divisions of network nodes into densely connected subgroups, which brings great inspiration to the graph clustering field. Recently, Ramezani et al. [46] exploit the diffusion information and utilize the conditional random fields to discover the community structures. Li et al. [31] propose a novel local expansion via minimum one norm approach for finding overlapping communities, and provide the theoretical analysis of the local spectral properties. Chakraborty et al. [8] find that the belongingness of nodes in a community is not uniform and design a new vertex-based metric to quantify the degree of belongingness within a community. To reduce the time complexity, Bae et al. [3] propose an algorithm to optimize the map equation, which makes the iterations take less time, and the algorithm converges faster. These above-mentioned community detection theory based graph clustering algorithms provide us with good inspiration for designing dialogue-based clustering algorithms. Besides, hierarchical agglomerative clustering is also a method of graph clustering [37, 39, 41] . Recently, Pang et al. [42] propose a topic-restricted similarity diffusion process to efficiently identify real topics from a large number of candidates. Although their method has a good clustering effect, it has a high time complexity and is not suitable for large-scale data. Compared with the aforementioned hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithms, we proposed a novel topic center-based clustering algorithm have lower time complexity under the condition of ensuring accuracy.
ALGORITHMS
In this section, we first introduce the construction of Semantic Association Graph (SAG) for TSCs with their semantic similarity in Section 3.1. Then, we propose two graph cluster algorithms, i.e., dialogue-based algorithm and topic center-based algorithm, to cluster the TSCs into subgraphs of different topics in Section 3.2. Moreover, we propose an out-in degree iterative algorithm to get the weight of each TSC and extract keywords as video tags automatically by combining Semantic Weight (SW) and inverse document frequency (IDF) in Section 3.3. Finally, we give the complexity analysis in Section 3.4.
The Notation list is shown in Table 1 .
Preliminaries and Graph Construction
In this section, we construct the semantic association graph and define the attributes in the graph. Since TSCs appear in chronological order, they can only affect the upcoming TSCs rather than prior TSCs. We use a directed graph to describe the relationships between TSCs and construct the semantic association graph (SAG).
In SAG, the vertices (nodes) are TSCs and the edges reflect their semantic association in a topic. Let G denote the directed graph, represented by G = (V , E), where V and E are the sets of nodes and edges. Specifically,
where N is the number of nodes in V , and M is the number of edges in E. For each TSC i, it has a timestamp t i , denoting the post time in Table 1 . Notations
The first node of edge i e i .y
The second node of edge i e i .w
The weight of edge e i γ t
Attenuation coefficient ρ d
Threshold of dialogue bsed intra-cluster density ρ c
Threshold of topic based intra-cluster density vec i
The embedding vector of TSC i S.center Topic center vector of the set S S.st Start time of the set S S.ct
Center time of the set S ST Universal set of topic sets match i A set that matches S i maxval i Max Affinity value of set S i
AffQ
A priority queue with set pairs U list
A queue with sets to be updated
Influence value of comment i after k iterations
Weight of comment i the video, where
Since the TSCs are the short texts [55] , in our algorithm, we assume that each TSC has one exact topic. For vertex v i , v i .S is used to describe the set that contain the vertices which have the same topic as v i and |S | is used to express the number of vertices in set S. We use the domain to describe the attributes of edges. For edge e k , e k .x and e k .y are two vertices that are linked by edge e k where t e k .x < t e k .y . The weight of edge i is described as e i .w.
Besides, e u,v also describes the edge with vertices u and v where t u < t v . Next we will provide the definition of edge weights.
As we mentioned in Section 2, an embedding based method word2vec (more details see Section 4.1) is selected to calculate the semantic similarity between each pair of TSCs. Since we only care about the topic of the TSC, the word order is not important. In this paper, we calculate the mean vector of each word in a TSC as the sentence vector. We set the dimension of each vector as d. Therefore, the semantic similarity between TSC a and b is calculated by the cosine angle between 
Besides, the greater the timestamp interval between two TSCs, the less likely they are in the same topic. So we use the exponential function to express the decay of TSC associations:
where γ t is a hyperparameter that control the decay speed.
Combining the semantic similarity and the time decay, the weight of edge i that link vertices u and v is defined by
Empirically derived threshold, two TSCs with a negative weight edge are less semantically related (because their angle in the semantic embedding space is greater than π /2), and negative edge weights are inconvenient to calculate in graph algorithms. Therefore, when e u,v .w < 0, we set e u,v .w = 0 and delete this edge.
For a more intuitive description, an example of SAG construction is shown in Fig. 1 (a) , which is a UEFA Champions League video. We select 10 TSCs as nodes and construct the SAG. User A made the TSC 1 ○ as "Great player Messi!" when he saw the goal. Then user B responded with "Messi deserves MVP!" as the TSC 3 ○. User C makes a TSC "What is the BGM ?" as TSC 2 ○ to ask the background music, which deviates the video content. So the TSC 2 ○ has the less semantic association with other TSCs, while TSC 1 ○ and TSC 3 ○ have a semantic edge.
Topic Partitioning
In this section, we will partition the topic of each TSC according to the semantic relationships in SAG. In our algorithm, the TSC that has the similar semantics and similar timestamps should belong to the same topic. However, the density of TSCs (number of TSCs per unit time) affects how users communicate. Therefore, we propose a dialogue-based cluster algorithm in Section 3.2.1 for the videos with sparse TSCs and a topic center-based cluster algorithm in Section 3.2.2 for the videos with dense TSCs.
3.2.1 Dialogue-based Algorithm. First, we provide a dialogue-based algorithm. When the density of TSCs is low, the user can more clearly distinguish the content of each nearby TSC, and therefore is more likely for the user to reply to a specific TSC when posting the new one. Therefore, we cluster the TSCs according to the semantic relationship between each pair. The main idea is that the mean weight of edges in intra-topic is large while the mean weight of edges that link different topics is small, which satisfies community detection theory [25] .
Specifically, in the beginning, each TSC belongs to a unique topic. We use a unique set that only contains itself to achieve the objective. That is, for v i , v i .S = {i}. Then edges in set E are sorted by descending order of weight. The new edge set 
where ρ d is the threshold of intra-cluster density. That is, we merge S1 and S2 only if the average edge weight of the their union is greater than the threshold. In this paper, disjoint-set (union-find set) algorithm [49] is used to merge the sets efficiently. When all the edges are solved, TSCs with high semantic similarity are merged into a topic, and the intra-cluster density of each subgraph is higher than the threshold. An example of dialogue-based topic partitioning is shown in Fig. 1 (b1) . The SAG constructed in Fig. 1 (a) is finally partitioned into two topics marked as red and blue, and several noises marked as purple in Fig. 1 (c) . The TSC "Great player Messi!" and "Messi deserves MVP!" belong to the red topic, while the TSC "What is the BGM ?" is identified as a noise.
The full algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. 
merge S 1 and S 2 6: end if 7: end for 3.2.2 Topic Center-based Algorithm. In the dialogue-based algorithm, we assume that TSCs are in the form of dialogues. However, when the density of TSCs is high, the user cannot clearly distinguish the content of each TSC, but only roughly distinguish the topic of these TSCs. Therefore, the user is more likely to reply to the entire topic instead of a specific TSC. The results of dialoguebased model will be disturbed by these situations. Therefore, we provide a Topic Center-based algorithm, which is inspired by Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering [37] [38] [39] 42] .
Before proposing this algorithm, the definition of topic center is given at first. As we defined in Section 3.1, the set is used to describe the topic and each TSC can be express as an embedding vector by word2vec. The topic center is the average vectors of all TSCs within the topic. We use S.center to express the topic center vector, and S.st and S.ct to express the start time and center time of topic set S, respectively. Initially, each TSC belongs to a unique topic, so v i .S.center = vec i , v i .S.st = v i .S.ct = t i , where vec i is the sentence embedding vector of TSC i. All these sets belong to ST , which is the universal set of topic sets.
Generally, this algorithm can be divided into two parts.
(1) Find the nearest two topic centers. (2) Merge the two topic centers. It is actually a Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) problem [2, 4] , where the k-d tree [4, 5, 13] is one of the most effective methods. However, the analyses of binary search trees have found that the worst case time for range search in a k-dimensional k-d tree containing N nodes is given by the following equation [26] :
Besides, the k-d tree has a larger constant.
In this paper, we propose a greedy algorithm to solve this problem efficiently. In the beginning, for each S i ∈ ST , we find S j ∈ ST that
where
The decay function is still added to avoid that the topics with large time interval are merged. We use match i to express the set that matches S i with maximum Affinity(S i , match i ) value maxval i . And the pair (S i , match i ) is added to a queue AffQ, which is a priority queue where the pair (S k , match k ) with the maximum maxval k is the front.
Each time, we take out the front pair (S i , S j ), merging S i and S j , and pop it, until Affinity(S i , S j ) < ρ c . When merging sets, the following updates will be done: First, since S i and S j are merged, all pairs that contain S i or S j , for instance (S i , S u ), should be deleted from AffQ. Then, these sets that matched S i or S j previously like S u are added into the update list U list. Next, the sets S i and S j are removed from ST , and a new set S v is added into ST and U list, where
and
That is, the center time and the center vector of S v are the weighted average of S i and S j , and the start time of S v is the minimum of S i and S j . Finally, for each set S u ∈ U list, we find a new match u according to Eq.(6) in ST to match it. What is more, there exists a greedy optimization in the algorithm. Before giving the greedy optimization, we propose a lemma at first: Lemma 3.1. For the set S i , let match i = S j . Then the pair (S i , S j ) will never be solved in AffQ if Affinity(S i , S j ) < maxval j .
Proof. Since Affinity(S i , S j ) < maxval j , we have match j = S k S i , and Affinity(S i , S j ) < Affinity(S j , S k ). There exist two cases:
Case i: match k = S j Then, in the priority queue AffQ, the pair (S j , S k ) will be solved before (S i , S j ) because Affinity(S i , S j ) < Affinity(S j , S k ). Therefore, the pair (S i , S j ) will be removed from AffQ when solving (S j , S k ).
Case ii: match k = S p S j Then we have Affinity(S k , S p ) > Affinity(S j , S k ) (otherwise match k = S j ). So the pair (S k , S p ) will be solved before (S j , S k ) in the priority queue AffQ. When solving (S k , S p ), (S j , S k ) will be removed, and set S j will find a new match j ′ in ST . If match j ′ = S i , then (S i , S j ) is re-added into AffQ (at that time, Affinity(S i , S j ) = maxval j ). Otherwise, match j ′ = S q S i . In that case, the pair (S j , S q ) will be solved before (S i , S j ), and (S i , S j ) will be removed when solving (S j , S q ). Therefore, (S i , S j ) will always be removed and never be solved in any case. □ According to Lemma 3.1, we propose the greedy optimization: for the set S i , if match i = S j and Affinity(S i , S j ) < maxval j , then the pair (S i , S j ) is rejected and not added into AffQ.
The process of Topic Center-based Algorithm is described in Fig. 1 (b2) and the clustering results are the same with the dialogue-based algorithm in this example showing in Fig. 1 (c) . The full algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Weight Distribution and Tag Extraction
We partition the topic in Section 3.2 and get the topic of each TSC. In this section, we will attribute weight to each TSC according to the influence of its topic and the relationship in the semantic graph.
The weight of a TSC is affected by its topic popularity, so we define the popularity of the TSC i as:
where S j (j = 1, 2, ..., K) is the j − th topic in SAG, and K is the total number of topics in SAG. Obviously those topics with fewer TSCs are more likely to be noises and have less weight. According to Eq.(11), noises will have small values of popularity. Within the topic, a TSC which affects more TSCs and is affected by fewer TSCs should have a higher weight. In order to quantitatively measure the weight of the TSC in a topic, we design a graph iterative algorithm below.
An influence matrix M N ×N is established at first to express semantic relations within each topic. For the elements in the matrix,
we use I i,k to denote the influence value of i − th TSC after k iterations. For each TSC i, I i,0 = 1 initially. Then in the k − th turn of iteration, there are two steps as follows:
In the (2k − 1) − th iteration, we increase the influence value of TSC i based on the values of TSCs that affected by TSC i. We know that a TSC only affects the TSCs lagging behind it, so the find S j = match i using Eq. (6) 8:
calculate maxval i using Eq. (7) 9:
if (maxval j ≤ maxval i ) and (maxval i > ρ c ) then (S x , S y ) = AffQ.f ront() 15: Remove all the pairs (S x , S u ) and (S u , S x ) in AffQ 16: if S u ∈ ST and S u S y then 17: add S u into U list 18: end if 19: Remove all the pairs (S v , S y ) and (S y , S v ) in AffQ 20: if S v ∈ ST and S v S x then 21: add S v into U list 22: end if 23: calculate S z .center , S z .st, and S z .ct and using Eq.(8), Eq.(9), Eq.(10) 24: remove S x and S y from ST 25: add S z into ST and U list 26: while U list not empty do
27:
S tmp = U list .f ront() 28: find S t j = match tmp using Eq.(6) 29: calculate maxval tmp using Eq. (7) 30:
if (maxval S t j ≤ maxvak tmp ) and (maxval tmp > ρ c ) then 31: push the pair (S tmp , match tmp ) into AffQ 32: end if 33: end while 34: end while TSCs are processed from v N down to v 1 . That is, before we process TSC i, all the TSCs j that t j > t i have been processed. In the (2k) − th iteration, we reduce the influence value of TSC i based on the values of the TSCs that affect TSC i. Contrary to the (2k − 1) − th iteration, we process the TSCs from v 1 to v N in the (2k) − th iteration.
The iteration process of SAG in Fig. 1 (c) is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 (a) shows the calculation of the last two nodes (marked as red) that need to be processed in the (2k − 1) − th iteration (ignore the noise node I 2 ), where the orange edges express their out-degree edges. While Fig. 2 (b) shows the calculation of the last two nodes (marked as red) that need to be processed in the (2k) − th iteration (ignore the noise node I 10 ), where the green edges express their in-degree edges.
The converged influence values of the 10 TSCs in Fig. 1 (c) is shown in Fig. 3 . After 20 iterations, all TSCs converge to the interval [0, 1]. To combine the popularity and the influence value, the weight of TSC i is obtained by
Time Stamp
where T is the number of turns of iterations and depends on the number of nonzero elements in the matrix M N ×N . Therefore, the weight of each word is formulated as below:
where j denotes the TSC that word i appears and I DF i is the inverse document frequency as defined in TF-IDF method. We extract words with the highest SW-IDF value as video tags. After the above steps, those words which appear in the TSCs that are popular and have high impact will be extracted as tags. The complete algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. 
Calculate the popularity of TSC i using Eq.(11) 6: end for 7: for k = 1 to T do 8: for i = N downto 1 do
9:
Calculate I 2k −1 i using Eq. (13) 10: end for 11: for i = 1 to N do 12: Calculate I 2k i using Eq. (14) 13:
end for 14: end for 15: Calculate the SW-IDF of each word using Eq. (16) 16: Select words with max SW-IDF as video tags
Complexity Analysis
In this section, we analyze the time complexity and the space complexity of each algorithm.
In Algorithm 1, the time complexity of the edge sorting algorithm in line 1 is O(MloдM) by using quicksort, and the space complexity is O(M). The amortized time complexity of merging sets by disjoint-set is O(α(n)) [50] and the space complexity is O(N ), where α(n) is the inverse Ackermann function that α(n) < 5. So the total time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(MloдM + Mα(N )), and the space complexity is O(M + N ).
In Algorithm 2, the time complexity of initialization from line 1 to line 12 is O(N 2 ), and the space complexity is O(N ). In AffQ, the number of times of merge-operation is limited to N − 1 (because there are at most N sets), and the amortized removal operation is limited to 1 each merge-operation. For each merge operation, the lookup operation and remove operation can be dealt in O(N ) by naive algorithm, or O(loдN ) by binary balance tree [4] . The worst complexity of total Algorithm 2 is O(N 2 ). The total space complexity is just O(N ).
In Algorithm 3, the time complexity is O(T ·N 2 ) and the space complexity is O(M +N 2 ) apparently. In our SAG, M < N 2 because two TSCs with a negative semantic similarity do not have an edge. Therefore, O(MloдM + Mα(N )) < N 2 ) in the true TSC data, and the dialogue-base algorithm has a more efficient time complexity than the topic center-based algorithm.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we verify the effectiveness of our proposed method by comparing with four unsupervised methods of keyword extraction. The datasets are crawled from AcFun (www.acfun.cn) and Bilibili. We provide the necessary parameters in our algorithms in Section 4.1 and then analyze the performance of our algorithms on video tag extraction in Section 4.2.
Experimental Setup and Datasets
We crawl TSCs from two famous Chinese time-sync comments video websites AcFun and Bilibili. The raw TSC texts are full of noises, so we manually remove non-textual TSCs (such as emojis) and establish a set of mapping rules for network slang, which will be substituted by their real meaning in the text. For instance, 233... (2 followed by several 3) means laughter, 666... (several 6) means playing games very well. After that, we segment the words and remove the anomaly symbol (the symbolic expression, such as a smiley face (ˆ_ˆ) ) in TSCs by an open-source Chinese-language processing toolbox Jieba 1 . To analyze the algorithms from different aspects, we collected two datasets. To be specific, in the first dataset (called it D1), totally 287 videos with 227,780 comments are collected randomly from music, sports, and movie. To set the hyper-parameters in this paper, we select 167 videos with 126,146 TSCs for the validation set and 120 videos with 101,634 comments for the test set. In the second dataset (called it D2), totally 180 videos with 569,996 comments are collected from Japanese anime. We use D1 to compare our algorithms with baselines, and use D2 to accurately analyze the effects of the two algorithms we proposed at different densities.
We define the density of TSCs as the average number of TSCs per minute. In D2, we divide the density into 5 levels: 0-30, 30-60, 60-90, 90-120 and more than 120 (the intervals are left-closed and right-open). More details include the length of the video, total number of TSCs, density and the number of videos about test set are shown in Table 2 for D1 and Table 3 for D2. We select two undergraduate students and one Ph.D. student as volunteers. For each video, each volunteer chooses 15 words from TSCs and votes them as video tags. The words with two or more votes are selected as the standard tags. Therefore, the number of standard tags per video is different. Moreover, the order of these tags is determined by the number of votes at first. TSCs with more votes rank in front. When the number of votes is the same, the order is determined by the Ph.D. student. 2 In Section 3.1, we use the word2vec method get the embedding vectors of TSCs. In this paper, we choose the skip-gram model of word2vec to pre-train the word embedding vectors and the training algorithm is hierarchical softmax, because both skip-gram model and hierarchical softmax algorithm are better for infrequent words [35] , which is more relevant to the features of the TSCs. We use gensim 3 to train the model, and the training data is crawled from Bilibili with the TSCs of 6,743,912 words. Since we have sufficient training corpus, the dimension d of word2vec is set to 300 as [30] .
To further prove the rationality of using the word2vec to calculate the similarities of the TSCs, we use several traditional unsupervised learning and other word embedding methods to calculate the semantic similarities, i.e.
(1) LDA, a famous topic model based method, Latent Dirichlet Allocation [6] . (2) PPMI, a co-occurrence probability based distributional model, Positive Pointwise Mutual Information [27] (3) HowNet, a HowNet hierarchical sememe tree based approach [54] , where HowNet [11] is a common-sense knowledge base unveiling inter-conceptual relations and inter-attribute relations of concepts. (4) GLoVe, a famous word embedding method, Global Vectors for Word Representation [43] .
We test the top 10 tag extraction results using the above methods to calculate the similarity and build the graph on the verification set (the hyper-parameters used in the experiment are discussed later). In this paper, we use F1-score and MAP (Mean Average Precision, which is the mean of the average precision scores for each query [62] ) to measure the performance of tag extraction. The results are shown in Table 4 . The experimental results show that, in the verification set, Hownet performs the worst among the baselines because of the limited number of word lists. LDA also performs poorly because it is not good at handling short texts. Among the word embedding based methods PPMI, GLoVe, and word2vec, word2vec performs best, which indicates that the fully trained word2vec method has better robustness and is more suitable for calculating the similarity of the TSCs.
What is more, in our algorithm, three parameters need to be determined, i.e., the threshold of intra-cluster density ρ d and ρ c , and the attenuation coefficient γ t . The ρ d and ρ c control the accuracy of topic clustering. The γ t is the attenuation coefficient of the interval between time-sync comments, which controls the value of the edge weights in the graph.
We first fix γ t and adjust the values of ρ d and ρ c so that the F1-score and MAP in the verification set are optimal. Then, we select the optimal ρ d and ρ c and re-adjust γ t so that the F1-score and MAP in the verification set is optimal. In Bilibili video site, the default time for each TSC to appear on the screen is 10 seconds. Therefore, we assume that the semantic half-life of each TSC is 5 seconds, and calculate the initial γ t = −ln0.5/5 ≈ 0.14 according to Eq. (2).
To determine ρ d , we fix γ t = 0.14, adjusting ρ d from 0 to 0.5 in 0.02 steps and observe the F-score and MAP of Top 10 tagging results generated by the dialogue-based algorithm. The results of F1-score and MAP in the validation set are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 , respectively. Both in F1-score To determine ρ c , we also fix γ t = 0.14, adjusting ρ c from 0 to 0.5 in 0.02 steps and observe the F-score and MAP of Top 10 tagging results generated by the topic center-based algorithm. The results of F1-score and MAP in the validation set are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 , respectively. For F1-score, ρ c gains better results in the range of 0.34 to 0.42 and get optimal performance at 0.40. For MAP, ρ c gains better results in the range of 0.34 to 0.40 and get the optimal performance at 0.38. Considering both F1-score and MAP, we choose ρ c = 0.38 for the following experiments. With the optimal ρ d and ρ c obtained before, we re-adjust γ t from 0 to 0.2 in steps 0.01, and observe the F-score and MAP of video tags generated by our algorithms. The results of F1-score and MAP in the validation set are shown in the Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . For the dialogue-based algorithm, γ t gains better performance in the range of 0.10 to 0.13 and gets optimal performance at 0.12 for F1-score and 0.11 for MAP. For topic the center-based algorithm, γ t gains better performance in the range of 0.10 tp 0.14 and gets optimal performance at 0.13 for both F1-score and MAP. To take comprehensive consideration of both F1-score and MAP, we choose γ t = 0.12 for the dialogue-based algorithm, and γ t = 0.13 for the topic center-based algorithm in the following experiments. In fact, when γ t = 0, the semantic association graph is independent of time; when γ t = +∞, all weights of edge equal to 0, and our model is equivalent to TF-IDF.
Besides, the number of iterations T also needs to be determined. We count the number of iterations when algorithms converge at different densities (we consider the algorithm converges when the average of
, the results are shown in Table 5 . As shown in Table 5 , when the density of TSCs is low, the SAG generated by two algorithms is sparse, and therefore the number of iterations is few. As the density increases, the SAG becomes dense and the number of iterations increases. To simplify, we choose T = 50 in the experiment.
Results
In this section, we first use D2 to analyze the clustering effect of the two algorithms we proposed at different densities. Then, we use the test set of D1 to verify the effectiveness of the greedy optimization we proposed, and compare our algorithms with the existing methods TF-IDF, TextRank [34] , BTM [57] GSDPMM [59, 60] , and TPTM [55] .
In the beginning, an experiment was designed to compare the clustering effect of the two algorithms. Given a set of topics ST = {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S K }, two distance scores are introduced [57] .
Average Intra-Cluster Distance:
Average Inter-Cluster Distance:
Since we use Affinity function to calculate the semantic similarity between two topics, where the higher the similarity is, the greater the function value is. Intuitively, if the Average Intra-Cluster Distance is high and the Average Inter-Cluster Distance is low, then the algorithm has a great clustering effect. Therefore, we calculate
to evaluate the quality of clustering algorithms as [7, 15] .
Due to the time decay function in the semantic association graph, the H value, the IntraDis and the topic number (cluster number) of the videos vary greatly with the video duration. Therefore, we do not calculate the average value of all the videos directly but define an H − hit score instead. That is, for each video, we compare the H score obtained by the two cluster algorithms, and the algorithm with the larger H score obtains a hit. The H-hit that the dialogue-based algorithm gets is called D-Hit, and the H-hit that the topic center-based algorithm obtains is called T-Hit. The results are shown in Fig. 10 . The dialogue-based algorithm performs better when the density is lower than 60. As the density increases and exceeds 60, the topic center-based algorithm performs better than the dialogue-based model. Moreover, we directly compare the top 10 tag extraction results of two clustering algorithms at different densities. The results are shown in Table 6 . The tag extraction results are similar to Fig. 10 . From Fig. 10 and Table 6 , we can conclude that the dialogue-based algorithm is better for videos with a density lower than 60, while topic center-based algorithm has significant advantages for videos with the density higher than 60, which fits our assumptions in Section 3.2. Based on the conclusions above, in the test set of D1, we consider the videos with the density of TSCs greater than 60 as high-density videos, and others are low-density videos. Then, the test set in D1 is divided into two parts: videos with high-density TSCs and with low-density TSCs. The details are shown in Table 7 .
We use the data in Table 7 to verify the effectiveness of greedy optimization we proposed in Section 3.2.2. Specifically, we run the code of Algorithm 2 for 10 times, counting the running time from line 6 to line 34, with and without the greedy optimization (in line 9), respectively. The experiment platform we used is one MacBook Pro 13-inch, 2.9 Ghz Inter Core i5, 8GB 2133MHz LPDDR3 with single thread. We add up the total time of all the samples (since the single sample only runs for a short time). The average time of 10 runs is shown in Table 8 .
The results show that the greedy optimization reduces 9.99% running time of high-density data and 6.20% of low-density data, respectively, which verifies the effectiveness of our greedy algorithm.
Then, we compare our algorithm with different existing methods using the test set of D1. To evaluate the performance of the proposed video tag extraction algorithm, we compare our method with 5 unsupervised keyword extraction methods, i.e., (1) TF-IDF, a classical keyword extraction algorithm. (2) TX, a graph-based text ranking model, textrank [34] , which is inspired by PageRank. (3) BTM, a topic model based algorithm, Biterm Topic Model [57] , which is the improvement of LDA [6] for short texts. The number of topics is 20 in this experiment. (4) GSDPMM, a collapsed Gibbs Sampling algorithm for the Dirichlet Process Multinomial Mixture model [59, 60] , which has good performance when dealing with short texts. We set α = 0.1 * D (D is the number of documents in the dataset), K = 1, and β = 0.02 in this experiment. (5) TPTM, a Temporal and Personalized Topic Model [55] , which is the first work on automatic TSC tagging. All parameters are set in accordance with [55] . For each method, we calculate the precision, recall, MAP (Mean Average Precision) and F1-score of top 10 tagging results at first. Results of high-density and low-density of TSCs are shown in Table 9 and Table 10 , respectively. In high-density condition, our topic center-based SW-IDF algorithm achieves optimal results in both F1-score and MAP. It increases the F1-score by 21.82% and the MAP by 21.26% compared with the state-of-the-art method TF-IDF in the baselines. In low-density condition, our dialogue-based SW-IDF algorithm achieves optimal results in both F1-score and MAP. It increases the F1-score by 7.24% and the MAP by 7.86% compared with the state-of-the-art method TPTM in the baselines. Compare the two algorithms, we find that the dialogue-based algorithm performs better in lowdensity condition, while topic center-based algorithm performs better in high-density condition, which further proves our assumption in Section 3.2.
What is more, when the density of TSCs becomes high, the noises increase. Therefore the result of topic model based methods, BTM, GSDPMM, and TPTM are poor and even worse than classical method TF-IDF. However, TF-IDF only counts the number of words and does not consider the semantic relationship of TSCs, so the result is not as good as our algorithms. Relatively, in lowdensity comments, the graph is sparse and noises reduce. That is why our algorithms achieve greater improvement in high-density than in low-density. To further validate our algorithm, we show the precision and recall of top 5 and top 15 candidate tags in Table 11 . The results of each algorithm are similar to the performance of Top 10, which prove that our two algorithms have better performance when extracting video tags from time-sync comments in any situation.
Finally, we show the Top 5 of video tags generated by the algorithms above in Table 12 . The Bold italic words indicate the good tags (the tags that all three volunteers voted), while the underline words indicate the bad tags ((the tags that less than two volunteers voted)). The results show that the SW-IDF (Topic Center) and SW-IDF(dialogue) have more good tags and less bad tags than other algorithms, which intuitively demonstrates the superiority of our algorithms. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel video tag extraction algorithm to acquire video tags for timesync videos. To deal with the features of time-sync comments, SW-IDF was designed to cluster comments into semantic association graph by taking advantage of their semantic similarities and timestamps. In this way, the noises could be differentiated from the meaningful comments, and thus be effectively eliminated. Finally, video tags were well recognized and extracted in an unsupervised way. Extensive experiments on real-world dataset proved that our algorithm could effectively extract video tags with a significant improvement of precision and recall compared with several baselines, which obviously validates the potential of our algorithm on tag extraction, as well as tackling with the features of time-sync comments.
